DATE: July 16, 1996

REPLY TO: CAO:NTP:DW 96-1563

ATTN OF: Subj ect: Reissue of Uncontrolled Documents as Controlled Documents

TO: Distribution

The National TRU Program (NTP) has determined that your copy of DOE/CAO-95-1077, March 1996, Rev. 1, Performance Demonstration Program (PDP) Plan for RCRA Constituent Analysis of Solidified Waste, should have been distributed as a controlled document. To maintain this document as controlled without reprinting, please return your copy to WID Document Services. We will verify the accuracy and completeness of the document, convert it to a controlled copy, and return it to you.

Please disregard the Program Document Distribution Sheet sent on July 2, 1996, that gave instruction for adding a controlled number to the document. If you need to use the document in the interim, make a local copy and mark it uncontrolled.

A preaddressed stamped envelope is enclosed to facilitate the return of participant documents. Local NTP participants should return their copies via internal mail to WID Document Services, MS-200.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Don Watkins
Manager, National TRU Program
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